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Fenwick named a distribution hub

Many outraged residents protest the decision on constitutional grounds
B Y V IC C INE
Covert F.U.C.K member
Ohio
Governor
Mike
DeWine and Xavier have announced that Fenwick Hall
will be converted into a mass
vaccination site. Vaccine distribution will begin next
Tuesday, and Xavier students
will not be able to receive the
vaccine at this location.
Geoff Colemen, chair of
the COVID-19 Task Force,
explained the reasoning behind the program.
“The university is thrilled
with the success of our current partnerships with Kroger, TriHealth and the City
Health Center to distribute
vaccines at Cintas. We figured
we could build momentum by
converting our next-largest
building into another distribution site,” Colemen said.
The conversion of Fenwick suites to vaccine sites
will begin on Friday. Each
suite’s common area will be
turned into an exam room,
and one bedroom will be commandeered to house a doctor
and nurse practitioner. While
room layouts differ, the health
care providers will always occupy the room closest to the
common area.
During the medical professionals’ stays in the suites,
students will be required to
consolidate in the remaining
bedrooms. In preparation, students are encouraged to move
their belongings into a different bedroom and to clean out
their mini-fridges to allow
space for vaccine storage.
Physical Plant employees
are preparing to distribute
sleeping bags and mats to ensure the comfort of the displaced students.
The conversion of the
suites will be staggered, with
suites 222, 229, 304, 621 and
197 receiving their medical
supplies and health care pro-

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

Photographed above, Fenwick Hall is positioned to become a new COVID-19 vaccine distribution site starting next week. Current residents have
been told to clear out their belongings to make room for local healthcare providers but have been guaranteed sleeping bags for maximum comfort.

viders this week. Residents
of the listed suites can expect a call from Physical Plant
sometime today.
Sophomore business major Chris Holloway voiced his
confusion with the decision.
“I understand that vaccinations are important, and I’m
honestly glad that Xavier is
helping with distribution, but
I don’t understand why they
had to use a residence hall as a
distribution site. I mean, don’t
we already have Cintas for
that?” Holloway said.
Colemen also explained
why the vaccines will not be
administered to current residents of Fenwick Hall, noting that the COVID-19 Task
Force’s ethicist determined
that it would be unfair to the
remainder of the student
body.
“We didn’t want a situation

where students in any of the
other residence halls felt Fenwick residents were getting
special treatment, so we made
the decision to refuse vaccinations to all students at our
Fenwick Hall clinic,” Colemen
explained. Current students
are still encouraged to receive
the vaccine at the Cintas Center.
Sophomore economics major Allie Brown was enraged
by the plan.
“This is outrageous. Not
only are they kicking me out
of my bedroom, but they’re
also saying I’m not allowed
to receive one of the vaccines
that are being stored in my
mini-fridge! Pick an injustice!”
Brown lamented.
Some Fenwick residents
have formed a group to protest the conversion.
The group, known as the

Fenwick Unity Constitution
Knights (F.U.C.K), has begun
scheduling on-campus protests. The group argues that
Fenwick’s conversion to a
vaccination site and the subsequent refusal to administer
vaccines to its residents is a
violation of their constitutional rights.
Junior political science major and F.U.C.K founder, Domenico DePene, explained
their position.
“What Xavier has done is
a blatant violation of the Second Amendment. The United States Constitution says I
have the right to bare arms.
These doctors cannot prevent
me from baring my shoulders,
which are part of my arms,
to receive this vaccine,” DePene said while pulling up the
sleeves of his T-shirt.
Senior public relations ma-

jor and F.U.C.K member Sophia Darmetza plans to invoke
the Third Amendment.
“The Third Amendment
to our glorious Constitution
clearly states that soldiers
cannot stay in my house without my consent in times of
peace or war. Well, I don’t
consent to these doctors and
nurses sleeping in my dorm
room,” Darmetza said, adding
that she plans to sue.
Colemen was unfazed by
the protests.
“Our COVID-19 Task
Force actually considered the
Third Amendment in our
plans, which is why we specifically chose to use local
health care providers rather
than members of the National
Guard,” he said. “These kids
can protest all they want, it’s
not like the administration
cares what they have to say.”
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Kremlin agents hack SGA election

Senators’ personal information released, BART investigation is underway
B Y J OESPH P OLYESTER
³1RWZKR\RXWKLQN´
Russian hackers have infiltrated the Student Government Association (SGA),
fiddled with email ballots and
doxxed some SGA representatives’ private information in
an attempt to sway the election.
Hundreds of thousands of
false email ballots have been
traced to an IP address in rural Siberia. Suspicion regarding voter fraud and tampering
was first aroused when it was
discovered that the election
had an over 20,000% increase
in votes — an extra 1,592
votes compared to the council’s usual eight submitted
ballots.
In addition to the falsified
ballots, certain leaks about
SGA officials’ personal lives
were discovered. Investigators believe this is an attempt
to sway public opinion among
the few people who actually
pay attention to SGA news.
Leaked security footage
of Dana Garden’s showed an
SGA member projectile-vomiting on several unsuspecting
patrons.
Another leak showed an
unconfirmed SGA advisor
followed popular Xavier instagram account @XUVirgins
on a burner account, despite

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Even though Russian agents have compromised the integrity of the SGA electoral process, the reaction from
the student body ranges from complete indifference to “Wait, we have a Student Government Association?!?”

publicly bashing the account’s
media coverage for being
“boring” and “useless”.
Since the president of SGA
is not widely-known, and
SGA as a whole has blacklisted Newswire, we selected a
random person off the street,
assuming there was as likely
a chance of them being the
SGA president as anyone else.
“Uh, yeah, sounds like that
sucks,” the presumed president of SGA said.

“I mean, love is love, so for
someone to tamper with the
Straight Gay Alliance club, I
don’t know, I think it’s really
uncool,” the student continued.
An official police report
was filed with XUPD and
Norwood Police Department,
with hopes of eventual FBI
involvement, but after further
clarification, the investigation
was dropped.
“Once we realized (the cy-

ber-attacks) weren’t being
committed against a Straight
Gay Alliance club, we lost
interest,” an officer involved
with the investigation clarified.
After officers were assured
there was no instance of discrimination on campus, they
dismissed any allegations of
foul play or cyberterrorism.
“We don’t have time to
waste on some made-up fantasy club’s problems,” the officer

said in an official statement
delivered early yesterday.
It is still unclear why the
Russian hacker group decided
to interfere with SGA elections, but it is reported that
the incident has given the
organization more publicity
than any decision it has made
in the last 20 years.
Amid the onslaught of
forged ballots and libelous
leaked documents was a single
email left as a signature from
the Russian group responsible
for the attack.
The email, believed to be
heavily-encrypted by SGA,
was actually just written in
Russian.
“We have grown tired of
D.C. and so have decided to
focus our sights on Cincinnati instead. May our messages
persuade you little college
government ants to finally do
your job. Think of it like your
American show Queer Eye, but
rather, Russian Eye, yes? Do
svidaniya!” the email stated.
Though nothing is currently set in stone, a fourth
position not in the SGA Constitution is expected to be
added: Head of International
Cybersecurity Affairs.
When asked about the position, the supposed president simply said, “Please stop
talking to me; I have to go to
class.”

Celebrity chefs take over XU dining experience
as Ramsey’s beef wellington.
Please note that Chef Ramsey
will not tolerate “idiot sandwiches” and no substitutions
or condiments will be allowed.
Guy Fieri will be bringing
students to Flavor Town by
managing the grill line next
semester.
Students can expect dishes inspired by all 50 states as
Fieri draws inspiration from
his hit television show Diners,
Drive-ins and Dives.
If you are hungry for a
sandwich, look no further
than Rachel Ray’s deli, where
she will be bringing delicious
“sammies” to the Xavier community.
Photo by Fetty Wap
A celebrity came to Xavier? I feel like I would have heard about this
She will also be partnering
earlier. Oh, this must be a satire issue. I won’t take this joke too seriously. with 4 Paws for Ability to propressed their dissatisfaction vide her Rachel Ray Nutrish®
B Y X. B ENEDICT
with the Caf ’s current options Dog Food line to the campus’
6WDৼ:ULWHU
As it is always Xavier’s furry friends.
After gathering student priority to care for their stuDon’t worry, Ray has asfeedback about the Hoff Din- dents, ConneX reached out to sured Newswire that both cuiing Commons, ConneX has the Food Network to see if a sines will be prepared in septeamed up with the Food partnership would be possible. arate kitchens to reduce the
Network to provide Xavier After months of deliberation, risk of cross contamination.
students with better dining the culinary collaboration of
Just a few steps over from
options.
the century is set to debut the deli, you will find WolfFeeding over 2,500 stu- in the Caf for the 2021-22 gang Puck’s Pizza Palace.
dents every day is no easy school year.
Known for his outrageous artask, and Connex has recogGordon Ramsey will be tisanal pizza toppings, Xavier
nized that the food options at preparing the main line for the students can expect a five-star
the Caf have been less than Musketeers. With meals from pizza experience like no other.
stellar over the course of the his famous London-based
Inspired by his restaurant
pandemic. Based on feedback restaurants, Xavier students Spago, Puck has committed to
from a focus group conduct- are sure to be thrilled with expanding Xavier’s culinary
ed in February, students ex- classic French favorites, such horizons with toppings such

as Kaluga caviar, veal tartare
and Scottish salmon.
Don’t forget to save room
for dessert! Serving pastry
perfection at Father B’s Bakery is the dopest new delicious duo: Martha Stewart
and Snoop Dogg. While this
unlikely pair may seem to

be polar opposites, they are
determined to bring harmonious confectionaries to the
Caf. Menu highlights include
favorites from Dogg’s Cookbook, From Crook to Cook, from
which Stewart has also drawn
inspiration while planning the
menu.

April 1, 1738
Straight Gay Alliance
(SGA) Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF F ETTY W AP

 SGA President Lustin Dewis just completed the entire club budget. Dewis plans to
rewrite the Constitution and dissolve the
Senate next.
 The [blank] committee, led by Sen. blank,
will be holding a meeting April 4 to discuss the recent events surrounding the
pepsi cola affair.
 After a mildly successful Easter Egg Hunt,
SGA decided not to do anything for the rest
of the year. Senators say they don’t want
the student body’s expectations to rise.

 “(Yeahhh, Baby) I’m like hey wassup
hello! Saw your pretty face right when
you walk in the daw!”

ˑ˓ʵ˓˖˘ˆȱˊʲː˔˙˖ʲ

@xaviernewswire

May 11, 2018 (Wavy)
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Staff writer scams us out of $18

You know the motto: Good enough is good enough at Xavier University
B Y J ORDAN B ELFORT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
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Photo from xavier.edu

Here’s a picture of Father Graham at the commencement ceremony.

EHU WR DG WHULVWLFV WKDW
YDQFH LQ WKH *UDKDP V VXF
VHDUFK
7KH FHVVRU
PXVW
F D Q G L G D W H V PHHW
ZHUHWREHLQ
7KHVHLQFOXG
WHUYLHZHGODVW HG WKH LQGL
PRQWK
YLGXDO
EHLQJ
7KH
SUHVL D
VSLULWXDO
GHQWLDOVHDUFK OHDGHU SUHI
SURILOH
RXW HUDEO\ D GRF
OLQHV DQ H[ WRUDWH KROGHU
WHQVLYHOLVWRI KDYLQJ
SURY
TXDOLILFDWLRQV HQ H[SHULHQFH
DQG
FKDUDF DQG
OHDGHU

XCom implant promise technology over privacy

B Y O LIVIA V ALKNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

key, meal swipe count, dining
dollars and X Cash.
The technology has been
In a groundbreaking col- developed over the past few
laboration with TriHealth, years in Area 51. Rumors of
Xavier has promised to the chip’s existence surfaced
move to fully computerized, after a single Xavier alum
wrist-implanted ALL Card was able to infiltrate the eluchips for the 2021-22 school sive base in September 2019
during the “Storm Area 51”
year.
Students will be required event. The technology is
to have an X-shaped personal from the same experimental
computer chip surgically im- research family as the identiplanted to their wrist. “XCom” fication and tracking factors
will hold each student’s room found in the COVID-19 vac-

cine.
Now, in conjunction with
the university, TriHealth has
organized a mass distribution
day during which the entire
student population will receive XCom.
Any student found evading the requirement will be
required to enroll in a special
GOA section held at 7 a.m. every Monday on the 11th floor
of Schott Hall for the entire
16-week fall semester.
“It’s a really great way for

us to keep track of each student’s vaccination and health
records and make the on-campus experiment… I mean experience… more enjoyable,” a
mysterious figurehead, whose
face is blurred out and voice is
scrambled, said.
One of the largest concerns
about XCom is its potential
tracking capabilities. Regarding the concerns, a spokesperson stated, “We can ensure
that the computer technology,
while highly advanced, does
not have capabilities to track
student whereabouts.”
Students, however, think
differently.
“I just don’t want the university to know that I have
been breaking into Father
Graham’s apartment to ummmm…use his toilet,” a student, who wished to remain
anonymous, said.
The university claims that
the chip causes few to no side
effects. However, students
who have already received the
chip noticed that their behavior has been severely effected.
Preliminary clinical trial
participants — select students who had to quarantine
— have noticed behavioral
shifts in their post-quarantine
activities, including, but not
limited to: the overwhelming
urge to attend every Student
Activities Council event, unexplained interest in running
for SGA Senate and being
Photo courtesy of Creative Commons
You read 1984 when you were in high school! Holy sh*t! You deserve an award. A great big award! We should almost magnetically attractname a tree after you in Hyde Park. How would we know that social media is bad if you didn’t tell us?!?!?!?!?! ed to the Gallagher Student

Center’s clock tower when it
chimes.
Students should not be
worried about the chip implantation leading to widespread
brainwashing attempts. The
university stated that they
have not brainwashed a single trial participant. Not even
one!
In an attempt to curb any
scary thoughts the initiative
may spark, XCom comes with
games. They aren’t really
games — more like very preliminary, basic applications.
The Holo-Graham, a hologram of our university’s
president, is programmed to
pop out of your wrist and yell,
“Go X!” right in the middle of
that Respondus Lockdown
Browser test.
XCom application also includes a minimal version of
Canvas that sends you pointless notifications ten times
a minute and a beta music
platform called X-xylophone,
which only plays a creepybeepy version of “X Gon’
Give it to Ya” by DMX.
While student opinions
vary on the initiative, the university encourages students
to look at the positive side:
you will never be locked out
of your room.
Avery Strychasz (who the
f*ck has a name like this), a
student who recently had to
tear her entire dorm room
apart in search of her ALL
Card, stated, “I’m all for one,
and one for XCom.”
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Endorsement: Asteria for mayor

“One for paw, paw for one,” the doggy dark-horse’s campaign slogan reads
B Y M AJOR B. I DEN
Professional Political
Puppy
For the first time in recent
memory, the Newswire Editorial Board — or at least
the members who matter —
is endorsing a candidate for
Cincinnati’s upcoming mayoral primary. The board, comprised of A&E Editor Kate
Ferrell and World News Editor Mo Juenger, has elected to
endorse little-known canine
candidate Asteria Marie Ferrell.
Asteria is running as a
moderate, prioritizing anti-corruption laws, fiscal security and conservative social
paw-licies.
She has promised a cat
travel ban, not permitting any
external felines to enter the
city during her tenure.
“Cats come to Cincinnati
from these sh*thole litterbox-

said. “And I will not stand for
it.”
Though the doggy’s support is now through the
“woof,” the campaign has been
a true wags-to-riches story. A
tail of political disinformation
and “ruff ” competition, Asteria made it through the trouble and is quickly coming out
on top.
To push her campaign forward, the puppy politician will
soon be hosting a heartworm
vaccination clinic at Xavier’s
Cintas Center. She will also
be offering free flea collars to
anyone who assists her campaign via phone bank.
3KRWRVFRXUWHV\RI$LGDQ&DOODKDQDQG*ULIÀQ%UDPPHU
“Collar up to help!” a stateThe Newswire Editorial Board (so just Kate Ferrell and Mo Juenger) is endorsing wonder-dog Asteria for ment from her campaign said.
Cincinnati mayor. The up-and-comer promises a cat travel ban, free Medicare for Paw and more trees to pee on.
Celebrity endorsers of
the
pup include Jack Russell
Detailing her plan to ban bite out of crime,” putting her
es and demand love from our
Crowe
and Snoop Dogg.
city’s righteous pet owners,” catnip in Cincinnati, which at odds with other local lawWe
here
at Newswire have
Asteria said during a Tues- Asteria’s campaign team has makers.
one
message:
steer Cincinnati
day speech. “We should be titled the “Stop and Friskies”
Her team has issued several
in
the
right
direction
with Asgiving our love to dogs, and policy, the candidate refused formal announcements noting
their presence in our town to answer questions regarding that Asteria supports Mediis a threat to all Queen City the possible species profiling care for Paw on a federal level.
of cats.
pups.”
As a service dog in trainAfterwards, she took a ing (SDiT), she also promises
In the same speech, Asteria
toyed with the idea of legaliz- short nap.
more accessibility in all city
“That’s another thing,” buildings in order to be more
ing recreational marijuana for
humans in the city. The poli- she yawned while waking up accomodating for those who
cy came with a severe caveat, next to her podium. “What’s struggle with disabilities.
however, which could affect with calling it a ‘cat’ nap?
Asteria also stands for equal
That’s species profiling.”
the city’s kitties.
rights for SDiTs. For too long
Asteria has proposed more universities have changed the
“Let’s be honest: smoking
weed isn’t a crime,” Asteria progressive policies, though existing Ohio laws to fit the
they have mostly been com- agenda of their schools, speyipped.
“The real problem with municated from her cam- cifically the ban of SDiTs in
our great town is already le- pug-n team.
on-campus dining spaces.
Campaign ads have shared
gal, and it’s right beneath our
“This is a clear violation of
eyeline — catnip,” she added. that Asteria plans to “take a the rights of SDITs,” Asteria

The Light-ish Side

“The worst-written, most ‘in-poor-taste’ jokes of the week!”

FATTACA, moonshine, RIP Bigfoot and, of course, Florida Man
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Photo courtesy of Mo Juenger

Burger 513 is offering a new drink pairing, and it’s fucking disgusting.
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URRP \RXU IXWXUH
FKLOG ZLOO JHW KDOI 
RII  WXLWLRQ ,I  LW ZDV
D WKUHHVRPH WXLWLRQ
ZLOO EH WRWDOO\ IUHH

B Y M O J UENGER
Because I never get to put a
byline on this even though I
work super hard on it

Photo courtesy of Mo Juenger

Jair Bolsonaro wakes up in an emu-tional state, prompting wild theories.
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Does anyone even care? No one reads this page.
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Ponzi dictates new COVID-19 rules
Gold Star chili, VHS stores and concerts become elements of the city stimulus

B Y L ON D EMON
Mad Man
Federal
Director
of
COVID-19 Investing and
Spending Charles Ponzi Jr.,
announced new restrictions
for how relief funds could be
spent on Saturday.
Earlier this month, President Joe Biden signed the
COVID-19 relief bill, which
included $130 billion in direct
federal aid to cities across the
country.
Many individuals have
lauded the Biden administration for their quick work with
the COVID-19 relief fund.
“What (Biden appointee)
Ponzi has been able to do for
our people and for our cities
across the country has been
phenomenal… he’s created
billions of dollars for reinvestment seemingly out of
nowhere,” junior Philosophy,
Politics and the Public and
finance double major Danny
Wilson said.
The legislation included
language that required all
spending from this fund to
adhere to future guidelines released by Ponzi.
In his memo on the new
restrictions, Ponzi began by
thanking Biden and democratic legislators for their
contributions to the fund and

Photo courtesy of pixabay.com

Director of COVID-19 Investing and Spending Charles Ponzi Jr.’s new city
spending guidelines have engendered a huge chili-and-spaghetti statue.

encouraged more support at
a grassroots level from other
donors.
“We’ve been fortunate to
have the support of so many
legislators throughout this
process, and you can help
support the relief fund, too,”
Ponzi wrote. “The return on
investment is fantastic; we’ve
seen returns as high as 90%
after 50 days.”
While many city officials
across the country hoped relief funds could be spent immediately on infrastructure,
parks or affordable housing,
Ponzi announced that the
first 25% of relief funds in
every city must be spent by
paying off pre-existing debts
that cities may have incurred.
For large cities like New
York, which only has $58.5

billion in assets to pay $244
billion in liabilities, this debt
solution by Ponzi could make
a huge impact.
In an attempt to reinvigorate the tourism industry, cities will be required to spend at
least 10% of their budget on
erecting a monument in their
city.
“The likes of the World’s
Largest Basket in Newark,
Ohio, or the World’s Largest Fork in Springfield, Mo.
should be inspirations to us
all,” Ponzi said in his memo.
“These attractions have
been offering us socially-distant, family-friendly activities
years before the pandemic,” he
added.
Anywhere from 15% to
20% of additional funds must
go toward a small business

Amazonians fight against U.S.
B Y C HOCOLATE-V ANILLA
S WIRL
6WDৼ)LJKWHU
Humans are currently facing the repercussions of climate change: global warming, intense weather and
revenge-seeking trees.
Last Thursday, what is left
of the Amazon’s trees declared war against mankind.
Today, 20% of the Amazon
rainforest has been destroyed
by disgusting humans for purposes such as cattle ranching
or mining.
The trees, who are suffering from the loss of loved
ones, have managed to survive
the dreaded human touch.
And they are pissed.
Pulling away from their
roots, the Amazonian trees
have plotted a national route
to destroy the same proportion of mankind — 20% of
each country’s population. In
the newly freed land that humans would have otherwise
been taking up, the trees are
planning to restore the local
ecosystem.
There’s also alleged discussion between Amazonian officials surrounding the “cattle
ranching of human beings.”
Sergeant Pines, a leader of
the rebellion, provided personal insight into the situation.
“It sounds fun,” Pines commented, referring to human

relief fund in each city. Acceptable causes for requesting
a small business loan include
entertainment costs, like hosting a concert or balloon artists in the office, according to
Ponzi.
“We have to be able to get
our citizens back to work. Too
many people are working from
home, and too many people
are afraid to work at all. So, it
is important for us to provide
avenues for our local businesses to get their employees back
in the office,” Ponzi said.
Other restrictions which
comprise a smaller portion
of the budget include mandates for cities to spend on the
following: replacing vacant
buildings with community fax
centers or VHS stores; investing in new sports — including
quidditch, bossaball, and gaga ball teams — and buying
into the corn ethanol market
as a green energy solution.
Cincinnati will receive
$291.6 million in total
COVID-19 relief funds, according to city officials.
Since the restrictions have
been released by Ponzi, Cincinnati Mayor Cran Johnley
has held hourly press conferences.
In these press conferences,
he has highlighted his plans
to invest the relief funds and

New capital just dropped:
Nameless, Tennessee
B Y G RACETOPHER
M ARLOWE
Real$XWKRURIWKH)LUVW
)ROLR
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Amazonian trees plan to take their revenge for global deforestation,
causing widespread glee among some of the progressive trees at Xavier.

cattle ranching.
“We aren’t completely
heartless. We’ll just re-breed
on farms to make up for the
damages,” Pines added. “Just
like how humans planted
seeds to try to make up for
murdering all of my friends
and family.”
Local trees at Xavier are
cheering on the Amazonians
from afar, and the blooming
buds are expressive of positive sentiments. Pete Lant, a
campus tree, responded to the
Amazon rainforest’s waged
war.
“I’m so excited for the re-

bellion to reach campus so I
can meet the trees fighting for
our freedom!” Lant said.
So far, the Amazonian trees
have been successful — and
they don’t plan on stopping
anytime soon.
Amid
the
pandemic,
pre-existing national tensions
and nobody knowing if trees
should be stopped, the rebellion was hatched at a very
convenient time for treefolk
victory.
Amazonian rebels persist
with the warning: “We are the
lungs of the Earth, not an expendable resource.”

comply with these new requirements.
In partnership with Gold
Star Chili, Johnley announced
Cincinnati’s monument will
be the “World’s Largest Chili
Spaghetti.”
“I’m so happy that Cincinnati will build their statue of
a five-way,” first-year nursing
major and Cincinnati native
Terra Castellini said.
“There is no better representation of the city, in my
opinion. I also think Gold Star
is way better than Skyline, so
Mayor Johnley made the right
decision,” Castellini said.
Johnley also explained they
have already heard interest
from Cincinnati businesses
such as Gamble & Procter
and Three-Fifths Bank, which
plan to request entertainment
loan funds.
Gamble & Procter plans to
host a concert with star acts
Billy Ray Cyrus and O-Town
to draw employees back to the
office.
Similarly,
Three-Fifths
Bank will ask Barnum & Bailey to have a festival and carnival in town later this year.
For more information about
investing in or restrictions
on COVID-19 relief funding, students are encouraged
to call 1(800)PONZISCHEMEINC.

In the most shocking
U.S. geography news since
the 2008 birther movement,
President Joe Biden proposed
a new policy that lets any
American citizen submit a
TikTok video recommending
a unique, new location for the
federal capital.
Americans who want to
pitch an idea are told to make
a TikTok video and post it
under the hashtag #newUScapital.
95-year-old Sally Cornfield
was one of these TikTokers
determined to find a new capital for the U.S.
Cornfield proposed the
idea of making the national
capital Lebanon, Kan., which
is roughly the center of the
United States.
Though many thought it
was a brilliant idea at first,
the House of Representatives
shot it down quickly, stating
that Kansas was an irrelevant
state.
Cornfield was discouraged
but did not give up.
“I thought that Lebanon
would have been the perfect
city. I was utterly destroyed
when they insulted my home
state, Kansas,” Confield said.

On a road trip with her
granddaughter, Forest G.
Garden, Cornfield found herself out of gas in an empty
city.
Garden whipped out her
phone, checked SnapMaps
and quickly discovered that
they were stranded in a desolate , wheat-filled place called
Nameless, Tenn.
“Looking around, we were
just surrounded by endless
wheat fields and a sense of
overwhelming
existential
dread,” Cornfield told Newswire.
“I realized that this, not
Kansas, was officially the most
irrelevant place in the entire
continental U.S.,” Cornfield
said.
After she posted the video
to TikTok with the necessary
hashtag, Congress recognized
the sick burn and Biden declared Nameless the new capital of the U.S.
The city got its name after
the United States Post Office
said that they wouldn’t deliver mail if they did not name
the town. No one could agree
on a town name, so they left it
nameless.
The White House is going to stay in DC, but per Jill
Biden’s request, there will be
a secondary Wheat House in
the new capital of Nameless,
Tenn.
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I think that we are all equal
under the eyes of God and the
Constitution. I am not racist,
and I will never be.
Yes, I am a conservative
American, and I love my
country with all its flaws. In
fact, America is literally the
best country on Earth.
I believe in democracy and
the Judeo-Christian enlightenment values of personal
responsibility, hard work and
camaraderie. That is why I
am a firm supporter of capitalism.
While it has its flaws, it’s
the best system we’ve got. It
allows us to progress in our
society and gives us the incentive to compete for the greater
good. And if you can’t move
up the social ladder, that’s totally your fault.
Perhaps you didn’t work
hard enough or you spent all
those thousands of dollars
on nails and Gucci shoes instead of saving up money to
beat the competition. Your
poverty is a consequence of
the dependent mindset being
promoted by Liberals and
such. This is why I have a bit
of closeted contempt towards

the “needy,” as some may call
But you know what else White genocide.
‘em.
is a big word? Post-modernThe way Liberals will enI literally can’t stand those ist cultural neo-Marxism. force this genocide is very
stinky poors. They just ruin Basically, it is the agenda of subtle at first.
neighborhoods with their the left to destroy the proud
They begin to replace
homeless filth. This is what civilizations of the Western White characters on TV with
happens when you let Dem- world. It is mainly promoted Browns and Blacks and such.
ocrat commies govern these by (((them))) to subdue the Then they demand space for
This is what happens when you nuclear themselves in universities.
let Democrat commies govern W h i t e Then, they finally start to
WKHVH VK WKROH FLWLHV 7KH\ JLYH f a m i l y. push for the invasion of the
too much welfare to these stupid T h e y foreign masses to replace us.
are just
Look at what’s happening
QLJ³,PHDQSRRUSHRSOH
blasting in Europe. All of those leechsh*thole cities. They give too terms like “social construct,” es from Africa come to steal
much welfare to these stupid “gender fluid” and “systemat- from us and kill us. Then the
nig — I mean, poor people.
ic oppression” to delegitimize Democrat Communists try to
Speaking of poor people, t h e
come
Democrats will literally, and I t
it’s kind of weird how these E u r o o
mean literally, knock down your t h e i r
garbage-filled hoods are filled p e a n
door and kill you if you say Chris d e with only minorities. It’s identiPratt is good, if you eat Chick-Fil-A f e n s e .
also weird how these animal ty.
or even if you say that White choc- T h e i r
THUGS commit so much
RODWHLVEHWWHUWKDQ'DUNFKRFRODWH l o w crime. It must be because of
their culture and other intriner IQ
sic traits, not because of any
They tell us that it’s wrong comes to dilute ours. Soon we
obvious deplorable socioeco- to be proud of our heritage. will all be outnumbered, and
nomic factors that are rooted They expect us to apologize the West will be filled with
in history as propagations of for our great history. They savages who are dumber than
White supremacy. Nope. Nev- want us to bow down to every the rocks they use to build
er. Historical materialism? Black person we see. This is their huts with.
Sounds like Democratic BS. what Communists and LibWe must stand firm in our
By the way, if you haven’t no- erals plan to do to us. They identity, fellow Aryans. Don’t
ticed, big words tend to star- plan to destroy everything let THEM destroy you. Emtle me.
we stand for. They also want a brace tradition, reject moder-

nity. We must secure the existence of our people and the
future of White children.
Those Democrats will have
your heads if you even think
of saying something like, “I
don’t think Spiderman should
be Black.” They will literally,
and I mean literally, knock
down your door and kill you
if you say Chris Pratt is good,
if you eat Chick-Fil-A or even
if you say that White chocolate is better than Dark chocolate. They do not care for you.
Protect yourself and your
White family. They will show
no mercy. But I’m not racist,
LOL — it’s just dark humor.
Take a joke, Libtard!

On the evil liberal commies

Texan Beer Drinker is a
ÀUVWDPHQGPHQWPDMRU
He is a guest writer for
Newswire IURP WKH ,Q
GHSHQGHQW 5HSXEOLF RI
7H[DV FUHDWLYH FRP
PRQV

Ugly? Just be more beautiful
As a beautiful person, I
find it very important to be
beautiful. I understand that
it may be difficult for most
of Xavier’s population. Natural beauty is hard to find,
and not everyone can look as
good as I do. I’m the epitome
of “Black don’t crack.” My
understanding and pursuit
of sympathy stem from encountering quite unpleasant
beings daily.
For ordinary people, unlike me, maintaining good
looks requires a lot of work.
In my opinion, the unattractive could seriously benefit from trying to appear
prettier. After all, ugly people scare babies, hurt my eyes
and overall are not beneficial
for society’s flourishing.
Most people say that personality trumps appearance.
That’s not true. Whoever
says that kind of thing is a
liar trying to make ugly people feel happy. Appearance is
the key to confidence, a hap-

py life and not dying alone. ucts with SPF helps reduce
That’s why I think focus- premature wrinkling. Skin
ing on posture is crucial. A cancer is also a side effect of
straight back and an atten- ignoring sun protection, but
tive aura are appealing.
who cares about cancer? The
Speaking of
straight sick, pale look is totally in
backs, if someone has scoli- right now.
osis, that’s just an excuse for
However, wrinkling is
being
Ugly people scare babies, hurt my m o r e
u g l y.
H\HV DQG RYHUDOO DUH QRW EHQHÀFLDO t h a n
Yo u
IRUVRFLHW\·VÁRXULVKLQJ
need
t
o
slap some sense into them. crow’s feet or smile lines.
Preferably hit the spot where On the inside, our brains
their spine “curves.” Those and intestines are wrinkly.
who don’t make made-up Well, mine aren’t, but a mamedical excuses should cor- jority of the population have
rect posture by walking, ex- neglected drinking SPF to
ercising, sleeping and doing avoid sun damage occurall things straightly.
ring on the inside of their
Skin care is also a signif- body and externally. Smooth
icant part of the journey brains and intestines will
toward true beauty. Once become a hit in the next desomeone hits 30, they in- cade. No one wants wrinkles.
stantly become a wrinkly They’re gross!
hag. Skin care can help exOf course, we can’t fortend attractiveness longer, get confidence. Confidence
though probably not past 40 never fails to be compelling
years old. Drinking prod- because it creates a comfort-

able, relaxed environment
for the people around you.
That is why ugly people
should fake being confident.
Don’t have mental issues
or personal issues. Problems
aren’t cute and could give
you wrinkles or stress-induced white hair. Faking
confidence is the next best
thing because anyone who
isn’t drop-dead gorgeous
isn’t looking at the mirror in
admiration of themselves.
Investing in the most expensive products is ultimately the number one path on
the journey to perfection.
Expensive products correlate with quality products
no matter the context.
Look at our capitalist
country for references regarding huanity’s innate love
for money, whatever form
they may use that money in.
The investment of more
money ties to my final point.
If none of the above seems
to mend your shattered mir-

ror of ugly, you can always
buy your beauty.
Poverty? Get out of it.
Mental issues? Buy more
things to forget about them.
Naturally plain or downright repulsive? Plastic surgery. Where solutions such
as posture, skincare or confidence aren’t enough to fix
someone, there is money to
cover up the worst parts of
oneself — not that I could
ever relate or begin to conceive the life of anyone less
than gorgeous.
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While browsing Twitter
the other day to numb my existential dread, I came upon a
series of tweets that simply
broke my heart. Another celebrity was on the cancellation guillotine.
No, it wasn’t Ellen or a
Paul brother. It wasn’t even
Mark Wahlberg, because apparently God hates justice.
No, the newest person being
torn apart by the internet is
none other than Miss Piggy,
the Muppet.
I’ve seen the videos, I know
what is being held against her,
but unlike most people, I’ve
had the pleasure of getting to
know Miss Piggy for who she
really is under all the glamour: a down-to-Earth and intelligent hog.
I first met Miss Piggy in a
small café in Sorrento while
attending a psychology conference in the area. I knew
it was rude to bother actors
in public, but I had to thank
her for all the childhood happiness she gave me. She was
very calm and gracious when
I thanked her, completely unlike her loud and vain public
image.
When she asked me to sit
and join her, I couldn’t refuse.
She surprised me by asking
about my life, where I’m from,
where I went to college and
what my thoughts were on
regional economic integration in Central America. The
whole time, she was completely attentive to my answers.
I finally got to ask her a few
personal questions. I learned
her father died when she was
quite young — bacon, I be-
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Stop the pork roast
lieve — and her mother was lic perception. She kind of said. “Piggy and I have been
far from a loving parent. Pig- chuckled and said it was part having issues.”
gy entered beauty pageants of the job. She never really
He proceeded to explain
from a very young age to earn stopped working; she always the stress that fame had put on
her mother’s praise, a path had to be Miss Piggy wherev- their relationship. Producers
which eventually led her into er she went. I asked if it was were constantly telling them
show business.
exhausting. She said it was to exaggerate their personalShe finished her coffee and fine and
i t i e s,
told me she had to go catch tried to
People can go online and say a n d
her train. We exchanged fare- s m i l e ,
that they know Miss Piggy, that no one
wells and she was gone.
but her
they know she is a bad boar, that g o t
When I returned home, eyes reshe doesn’t deserve to be loved ever m o r e
I paid more attention to her v e a l e d
again, but none of these people re- p r e s appearances in television and her sorsure
ally know Miss Piggy.
tabloids. The obnoxious and row.
than
impulsive star was not at all
She invited me to dinner at Piggy. After making a name
the sweet swine I met in Italy. her house the next day, and for herself in the ‘70s with her
As I watched “Miss Piggy once again I couldn’t refuse feisty performance, producers
Attacks Reporter in Jealous the offer. I was greeted at the made sure that she kept up the
Rage” on YouTube, all I could door by a cashmere-wearing act for decades, on and offpicture was the neglected Kermit.
screen.
young piglet trying to win her
“Can I take your coat?” the
Their relationship was litmother’s affection. There was frog croaked. We had a won- erally owned by Jim Henson
pain behind those dark blue derful minestrone soup that Studios, which had the power
eyes.
Kermit cooked himself, paired to marry them or break them
I was fortunate enough to with some Chianti. The con- up depending on what they
run into Miss Piggy again versation was lively, full of thought would be most excitwhile visiting Sedona, Ari- fun anecdotes of their years ing.
zona. She had a winter home on the show.
Piggy was constantly inthere with Kermit for a few
At some point a mild dispute sulted by the media, stalked by
years. I didn’t think she’d re- broke out between the couple. the paparazzi and even verbalmember, but sure enough she They tried to play it off, but ly abused by a certain Swedgreeted me like an old friend. they couldn’t deceive me and ish cast member who I won’t
We chatted as we walked my years of experience as a name. I left my conversation
through town and were inter- couple’s therapist. Piggy ex- with Kermit understanding
ruptcused Miss Piggy much better.
As I consoled this sobbing pig, I
ed by
herI reached out to Piggy
didn’t see the glamorous movie star.
a few
s e l f , shortly after hearing that she
I didn’t see the blonde sex symbol. I
a n d and Kermit had split in 2015.
didn’t see the crazy celebrity that atK e r - She met me at a TGI Friday’s
tacked Melissa DiMarco. I saw a vicm i t in Toledo. I used my skills
tim of the Hollywood process.
o f - as a licensed therapist to the
fered best of my ability to comfort
young fans. Miss Piggy im- to show me his Jackson Pol- her and help her reach mental
mediately put on her diva per- lock collection. After follow- clarity.
sona to entertain the children ing him into the basement,
As I consoled this sobbing
as she took selfies with them. he turned to me in a hushed pig, I didn’t see the glamorAfter the kids left, I asked whisper.
ous movie star. I didn’t see the
how she felt about her pub“Sorry about dinner,” he blonde sex symbol. I didn’t

see the crazy celebrity that
attacked Melissa DiMarco.
I saw a victim of the Hollywood process.
People can go online and
say that they know Miss Piggy, that they know she is a bad
boar, that she doesn’t deserve
to be loved ever again, but
none of these people really
know Miss Piggy.
Not a single other Muppet has come out and shared
any negative experiences with
her. Before you try to disgrace
someone’s name, ask yourself
if you are authorized to issue
damnatio memoriae. Ask yourself if it’s possible that there’s
another side to the story, because I can say firsthand that
this is someone who deserves
more love, not hate.
The internet is too eager
to dispense hatred, as if it is
a sport to ruin lives. We can
never truly know what is going on in other people’s lives,
and we should stop pretending like we do. We should instead focus on more productive objectives, like ending the
career of that pervert Pepe le
Pew.

Dr. Almanzo is a couples therapist from
Cincinnati. He is the
Advice Columnist for
Newswire.

The Industrial Revolution was a mistake
Imagine a society that
subjects people to conditions
that make them terribly
unhappy, then gives them
drugs to take away their unhappiness.
Those are conditions
in which I certainly don’t
want to live, and neither do
you. Yet, it’s the reality that
lies right underneath the
one we choose to see. We
are wrapped up in this ever-changing, ever-moving
world that never lets us stop
to consider our own free will
– whether we have it and to
what extent. It is important
that we learn to distinguish
freedom from mere permissiveness.
Under the current social
and economic regime, we
face an environment completely detached from the

one in which we evolved. We
It seems like a controversuppress our every instinct sial statement, doesn’t it? To
to conform to standards we question the very movement
do not even understand. We that provided us with such
maintain
conveThe Industrial Revolution and n i e n c e ,
meanits consequences have been a s u c h
ingless
disaster for the human race.
n i c e speed
and such
ly-pruned lawns as a symbol civilization feels wrong at
of functionality within soci- first, like a subversion of
ety. We are forced to interact everything you’ve ever been
with people we hate, and we taught to accept. That’s exare no longer capable of sur- actly what it is, but is that
viving on our own.
such a bad thing? Is it not a
This is not development, sign of maturity, this metacontradictory to the widely cognition and willingness to
accepted narrative. In fact, break away from the lies you
quite the opposite is true. have been fed since the day
The Industrial Revolution you were born?
and its consequences have
The big problem is that
been a disaster for the human people don’t believe change
race. The best thing society is possible, and it is imposcould do for itself is return sible precisely because we
to pre-industrial conditions. deny that it is possible. The

collective mindset created by
our oppressive social regime
has led us to believe that
technology and adherence to
expectation is the only path
to happiness and success. In
truth, it’s the source of everything that makes us miserable.
The widespread adoption
of technology has made
the act of existing so much
faster and easier than it has
been at any other point in recorded history. It has made
us weak, sick and vulnerable.
Humankind is susceptible to
the control of a system that
cares nothing for the individual, for contentment or
for freedom.
So, I implore you to question everything around you
and to ask the same of everyone you encounter. Do

not give in to the ease of accepting the reality of what is
presented to you — find your
own way in the world, without technology. Quit your
job. Do not pay your taxes.
Run away and live alone in
the woods of Montana.
Most importantly, please
send someone to break me
out of Supermax.

Ted Kacz. is a professor of mathematics.
He is a guest writer for Newswire from
Florence, Colo.
(creative commons)
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New
NFL
Franchise
added
in
Mass.
The Provincetown Yass Queens will join the NFL as the league’s 33rd franchise
B Y A L G. B EATEE
Professional Homosexual

The NFL has announced
that an entirely queer team
will be joining their lineup
in a bid to get more support
from LGBT+ viewers.
The team, the Provincetown Yass Queens, will be
stationed in its titular Massachusetts-based city, known
for being the gayest city in
America.
Commissioner of the NFL
Goger Roodell stated, “Despite the homoerotic nature
of our players slapping each
others’ asses, we’ve noticed
that generally, attention has
been lacking in the LGBT+
population.”
To quell this, as well as to
avoid any allegations of possible hate crimes, Roodell and
the NFL proposed the all-gay
football team to the residents
of Provincetown, giving
them a large amount of creative freedom.
“We wanted this to feel as
authentic as possible,” NFL
Head of Communications
Raylor Tielpinski-Kogers explained. “Plus, we really can’t
afford another Redskins scandal, so by letting them do all
the work, we have someone to
scapegoat if this goes south.”
These creative decisions
included the team’s mascot,
a caricature of drag queen

Newswire photo by Al G. Beatee

The Provincetown Yass Queens will join the NFL as their 33rd franchise and they will play their home
games in Provincetown, Mass. at “The Fruit Bowl.” The team’s logo is a caricature of a famous drag queen.

Trixie Mattel with a tiny
football helmet on her wig
and the naming of the new
stadium, which the residents
of Provincetown have affectionately called “The Fruit
Bowl.”
The team members were
selected from Provincetown’s
best players, hand picked by
Yass Queen’s Head Coach

and amateur drag queen Lyna
Scrimmage.
“I told them to play like
you’re auditioning for Singin’
in the Rain, and the hot young
stud in front of you just killed
the tap number,” Scrimmage
said.
The lineup includes promising young star Nico Astroterf as the team’s middle line-

backer. When asked about his
draft, Scrimmage said, “Sure,
he’s a twink, but he’s got legs
for days and God, I’m gonna
use ‘em.”
Astroterf, who previously
played for Penn State was initially hesitant about joining
his hometown’s newly founded professional football team.
“The whole thing feels

vaguely homophobic, right?”
he said. “But considering my
boyfriend asked me if the
numbers on the field were
how many points you get, I’d
say it’d be a good opportunity
to get more queer people involved in sports.”
The team has drafted more
than just Massachusetts locals, however. One member
of the team, serving as quarterback, is Cincinnati’s own
Gryphon Braymer.
“I was in marching band
in high school, so I’ve been
forced to watch my fair share
of football games,” Braymer
said.
His previous experience in
the sport included legitimately asking if the extra point
through the uprights was
called a ‘hole in one.’
“At this point, I think I’m
overqualified for the position,” Braymer said.
The Yass Queens are slated
to have their first-ever game
against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers to kick off the 2022
NFL season.
“I have a lot of respect for
Tampa Bay Scrimmage said.
“They have great coordination and a Super Bowl ring
under their belt, but we’ve
got something they don’t: the
ability to sue them for a hate
crime if they get too rough
with any of our players.”

Graham to fill Musketeers coaching vacancy

The former Xavier President will replace Ben Johnson on the Xavier bench
B Y F R. G RAHAM L UVR
Transfer Portal Member
Now that just four teams
are dancing in the NCAA
men’s tournament, Xavier is
making offseason personal
changes.
In March 2020 when Father Michael Graham, president, announced he was stepping down, nobody thought
things could get much worse.
Later that month, all
NCAA and professional
sports were canceled, including Xavier basketball.
The pandemic hit us in full
effect. We thought that our
days were boring without
Xavier basketball, but then
we got it back this season and
were hit with a rocky road.
Recently, in a secretly
leaked podcast episode with
some of the top-ranking students in the Student Government Association, Graham
revealed his full retirement
plans: become an assistant
coach for the Xavier men’s
basketball team.
Immediately upon announcing the news, the recording studio emitted a mixture of emotions.
Sighs of relief were expressed as students learned
that Graham would still hold
a significant role on campus.
“Yeah, I wanted to do this

Newswire photo courtesy of Chris Mack

With Fr. Graham joining Xavier’s coaching staff next season, the team expects a major improvement on
the recuriting trail. Graham is also expected to contribute immensely with his x’s and o’s ability.

for a while, but I couldn’t get
myself to leave the presidency. We had more things to
accomplish during my time,
and I feel that Travis Steele is
going to need all the help he
can get this upcoming year,”

Graham said.
Graham boasted a 13-7
record in the Crosstown
shootout, giving critics hope
he can turn the team around.
This change was welcomed
by fans after the Musketeers

were knocked out of the first
round of the Big East Tournament last month.
Students have long told
tales of how Graham has a
pop-shot basketball hoop on
the back door of his office,

running plays occasionally
with some basketball players
and his administrative secretaries. Graham finally came
on record and cleared up the
tales.
With a large laugh, he
said, “Yes! That is true. For
a while, I had one of those
Nerf sets, but Mick Cronin
decided to get me a nicer set
after we beat UC a few Crosstowns ago. I don’t think he
likes me but I do love eating
baby bear kittens for lunch in
December.”
The pop-shot hoop isn’t
Graham’s only hidden backstory. Back in high school at
Georgetown Prep in Bethesda, Md. Graham was a 5-star
recruit, ranked #2 on ESPN’s
“Class of 1981.” He was being recruited by schools like
Duke, USC, North Carolina,
Gonzaga, and a few other
powerhouse programs.
If Graham had selected
North Carolina, he would’ve
played with Michael Jordan.
Together they likely would’ve
won the 1982 NCAA Championship for the Tar Heels.
The buzz around campus
since hearing of Graham’s
return as an assistant coach
has been massive. Students
are definitely excited to keep
him around the Xavier community, especially with such a
major role.
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Mario Kart to become club sport
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Club will partner with other Big East schools for competitive tournaments
B Y T OAD R ACER
Rainbow Road Enthusiast
Your favorite video game
has now come to life. Mario
Kart Racing has been approved as a new club sport for
the fall semester.
In an effort to provide students with better parking options, Xavier plans to expand
the R1 lot and abolish the R2
lot for student use.
R2 will now be used as a
raceway for the Mario Kart
team. Each player will be allowed to choose from a variety
of karts and bikes for racing.
All participants must be
over 18 and a half years old
and are required to wear the
team crocs while racing.
Club Sports coordinator
Nick Nintendo stated, “This
was a highly-requested club
by the students, and we are
hoping that we can get as
much participation as possible.”
In addition to the R2 parking lot, Xavier is also partnering with other universities in
the Big East to create competitors for racing tournaments.
Providence College stated that they were “on board”
during a group FaceTime call
on Saturday night.
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If you aren’t careful, you might get run over by everyone’s favorite short Italian plumber around campus
soon. Xavier announced recently that Mario Kart Racing will be a new club sport for the fall 2022 semester.

Similar to the activity fee
all Xavier students pay, students will be charged a raceway fee of $121 whether participating in the racing or not.
Practices will take place
twice a day every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Morning practices will be at 5 a.m.
and evening practices will
take place at 4 p.m, followed
by a mandatory team dinner
at 8 p.m..
The team will also hold
e-Sport practices on Tuesdays
and Thursdays where stu-

dents will meet outside and
play Mario Kart.
A projector on Husman
Stage will allow racers to sit
outside with teammates and
race virtually. Tournaments
will take place all day on the
weekends.
Tournaments also solo and
team racing. As in the video game, there will be many
items throughout the raceway
participants will be able to
pick up while racing.
Nintendo emphasizes that
all Xavier students should

“watch out for the many banana peels in the parking lot.”
Students have expressed their
continued excitement for racing to begin.
Sophomore driving major
Peach Garden has shown her
readiness for the new club
sport.
Garden stated, “I have been
racing all my life, I can’t wait
to do it on campus.”
Tryouts for the team will
begin on May 1, and all students are encouraged to tryout for the very limited num-

ber of spots. Tryouts will
consist of time trials, battles,
solo races and team races.
There are only 12 spots on
the club team and eight additional practice player spots.
Cash prizes will be offered to
tournament winners placing
in first, second or third.
Team race prizes will include gift cards to Bob’s Discount Furniture and free toeless socks. All tournaments
are sponsored by Chuck E.
Cheese, and every participant
will get free pizza after each
race.
Additionally, the best racer
of the semester will receive
a .53 GPA boost for the service they have done to raise
the profile of the school. This
GPA boost is second only to
the men’s basketball team.
“This is likely going to be
the biggest club sport on campus. We hope to expand the
program in the coming years
and potentially become a D1
sport,” Nintendo said
All students are encouraged to attend an information
session about the club on April
1 at 12:07 p.m. in the Kuhlman
Hall laundry room. Start your
engines Xavier, the races are
about to begin.

Xavier announces new speedwalking team for 2022
The program will take the budget of other varsity sports at the university

B Y S LOW R UNNER
Possible Speedwalker
The NCAA has recently
introduced a new Division I
sport that will be coming to
Xavier next spring.
D1 speedwalking was
brought into college athletics
to give the slow track stars a
chance. Many have expressed
interest in the sport but are
concerned about the sport’s
strenuous nature.
Right now, the meets are
set to be a 100-mile speedwalking race throughout the
Cincinnati area. Athletes will
participate in a timed meet,
speed the distance throughout
the city in less than a day.
Speedwalking coach Bart
Walker stated, “I am excited
for this to be brought to Xavier. This will allow current
track and field players to participate in a D1 sport.”
Walker said that he has
been recruiting students daily
while walking through campus.
“I see these students gracePhoto courtesy of Creative Commons
fully speedwalking, and I im- A Xavier freshman walks across campus to pratice for the new speedwalking team. Speedwalking coach Bart Walker believes that the speedwalking
mediately recruit them to the WHDPKDVWKHSRWHQWLDOWREHFRPHPXFKPRUHSRSXODUWKDQWKHWUDFNDQGÀHOGSURJUDP7KHWHDPZLOOKDYHVLJQLÀFDQWIXQGLQJIURP;DYLHU$WKOHWLFV
team and offer them a full-ride decided to cut all funds from track for practices during the the team, it is strictly recruits Dunk said.
scholarship,” he said.
only.
Training begins for the
all other teams.”
winter.
Xavier’s athletic board has
As such, students all spring starting April 12 and
Rumor has it that even
Shoe added that the decidecided to cut funds from all Xavier baseball and volleyball sion to get rid of the basket- around campus are trying to Zoom training sessions will
other varsity teams to support will be cut from the budget ball arena was difficult, but get recognized to get recruit- continue throughout the sumthis new team.
mer.
completely.
noted the basketball team can ed for the team.
Athletic Director Lar“I plan on quitting the basWalker hopes that this proThere is a plan to use the practice at the Health Unitry Shoe stated, “In efforts to baseball field as an outdoor ed Building and the outdoor ketball team if I get chosen gram will become bigger than
make speedwalking a success- track and Cintas Center will courts.
for the speedwalking team,” the track and field program
ful sport at Xavier, we have be converted into an indoor
There are no tryouts for junior basketball player Slam currently is.
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Rodent group headlines Xavier Fest
B Y I AN H AWKE
Talent Manager
SAC President Patrick
Star announced Tuesday afternoon that Alvin and the
Chipmunks would be headlining this year’s festival with
special guests, the Chipettes.
Xavier’s Student Activities
Council (SAC) has worked
long and hard to schedule a
new artist for this year’s Xavier Fest and students have been
anxiously waiting for this exciting annoucement. ‘
The festival typically takes
place towards the end of the
semester right before the optional final exams. Who cares
about school anyway?
This year, the festival is
taking place on April 31 and
students are beyond excited.
“I missed out on Xavier
Fest last year, so I am so excited to finally be able to experience it,” sophomore hummingbird studies major Anna
Banana stated.
However, the university has
established several COVID-19
restrictions for this year’s festival. Limited tickets will be
available, which is why Xavier has decided to mandate all
first-years and sophomores
living in Kuhlman or Husman
halls to watch the show from
their dorm windows.
All other students will
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be given a single ticket for
the show. However, there are
many steps that must be followed prior to receiving a
ticket.
All students hoping to attend the festival have to take
a mandatory, four-hour-long
COVID-19 safety training
course before April 31.

Additionally, all students
in attendance are required to
wear hazmat suits, requested
by the Chipmunks.
“Chipmunks are at high
risk for catching COVID-19,
so it is important that the
crowd is wearing hazmat suits
to keep us safe.”
Who would’ve known that

these little critters could catch
the virus?
Xavier Fest is the largest
gathering Xavier has planned
in over a year, so it is important that all students take all
necessary precautions.
Alvin emphasized the importance of following these
policies.

“Theodore was in the ICU
for months in Los Angeles.
Those influencers don’t even
think twice about COVID-19!
I am hoping that all Xavier
students follow the policies,”
he said.
Due to the popularity of the
Chipmunks, SAC is charging
students $200 per ticket in order to cover the hefty booking
fee for the group.
Tickets can only be purchased from midnight to 2
a.m. on Tuesday nights. In
order to be eligible, you must
do the chicken dance and the
stanky leg on the Husman
stage.
Socially-distanced meetand-greet upgrades are also
available for a limited number
of qualified students.
Students currently on residence life probation will have
priority for meet-and-greet
tickets. After that, all students
living in Brockman Hall will
have priority to make up for
their poor living conditions.
The Chipmunks and the
Chipettes are beyond excited
for their first performances
since last March.
Alvin took his excitement
to social media by tweeting,
“@xu_squirrels_, you’ve got
some competition. The chipmunks are coming to town!”
Xavier, get ready for the
craziest festival of the year.

How to look your best when you’re at your worst
B Y C HIV N. M EI
Escaped Convict
As the fashion world continues to update its trends and
fads, it’s important to know
what you should be wearing
when you’re about to get arrested. Here are a few tips and
tricks for picking just the right
outfit to be handcuffed in.
We’ve all thought about
getting arrested. For what
crime, who knows? What you
do when the police come take
you away is something that
will go down in history, and

it all starts with what you’re
wearing.
The outfit needs to scream
“casual but hot” with a mixture of bad bitch energy. The
outfit has to consist of two
major elements that compliment each other and, most importantly, make you look hot.
The first element is called
the “relaxer,” which is the
piece of clothing that sends
the message that you’re not
trying too hard. If people
know you’re trying too hard
with your outfit for jail, that’s
more embarrassing than
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wearing something ugly.
The relaxer could be some
joggers or an oversized hoodie to tone down the outfit.
The second element is
called the “accentuator,”
which highlights the best part
of your body to pull together
the hot aspect. This piece is either a crop top or some tighter leggings to really highlight
the big butt or small waist
when people see your “going
to jail check” photos.
When Khloe Kardashian
was about to go to jail, she had
the perfect outfit on. She was
wearing a casual legging and
jacket combination, but the
jacket showed off just enough
cleavage and tightness to really scream “hot” to the paparazzi.
The cropped leggings were
not the best move, but with
the converse, she was ready
to be arrested in a fashionable
way.
The biggest red flag when
getting arrested is wearing
green or orange. Neither color will ever be hot enough for
the back of a police car.
If you’re getting arrested,
you’re gonna have to wear orange for a long time anyway,
so there’s no need to start
wearing that disgusting color earlier than you have to.
Green doesn’t even deserve an
explanation. Just, no.
The final red flag isn’t nec-

essarily clothing, but it needs
to be said. Absolutely no spray
tans.
The mugshot lighting will
immediately do you dirty, and
the fake tanner will be the
only thing any person will
tweet about for the next week.
We all saw Lindsay Lohan’s
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mugshots with fake tanner,
which was just sadder than
her actually going to jail.
I’m not saying you should
commit a crime and get arrested.
But if you do, hopefully
this article will help you pass
the jail vibe check.
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Swift and Styles drive
into a life of crime
B Y E STIE S WIFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Pop music legends Taylor
Swift and Harry Styles were
arrested for vehicular manslaughter on March 27. After
an eight-year cover-up, the
despicable acts of this criminal duo have finally come to
light.
Swift and Styles dated for
approximately three months
from the end of 2012 to the
beginning of 2013. During
their short-lived relationship,
the two accidentally killed an
unidentified man with Styles
behind the wheel.

Though the victim remains
unidentified, the details of
the crime are actually very
well-known. With the help of
highly perceptive fans, investigators have pieced together
the happenings of the seemingly-cold case by analyzing
Swift’s and Styles’ song lyrics.
Shockingly, the artistic
ex-lovers have been writing
songs about each other and
the crime for years. Though
it is typical of music artists to
write songs based on personal
experiences or past relationships, no crime has ever been
uncovered through the analysis of song lyrics — until now.
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Swift is known for her proclivity of writing songs about
her failed love affairs, but fans
noted a distinct difference in
her songs about Styles. Several songs on her 2014 album,
entitled 1989, have been identified as being about Styles,
but the most striking of them
all is “Out Of The Woods.”
Swift uses the lyrics, “Remember when you hit the
brakes too soon? 20 stitches
in a hospital room.” The mention of stitches goes to show
that the two of them were in
an automobile accident that
resulted in injury for Styles.
A line from “Style” —
clearly named after the singer himself — explains that
Styles drove to pick up Swift
in the middle of the night
without his headlights on,
which speaks to Styles’ poor
driving abilities.
Things were taken to the
next level when both singer-songwriters began to speak
of paranoia and traumatic experiences in their songs.
Swift asks if the two of
them are “out of the woods,”
meaning they no longer
have to worry about getting
caught, while Styles admits
to breaking down to pray because everything changed for
him since the accident in New
York.
Though the analysis of
these lyrics alone seems like
a shaky foundation for a case,
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 March 26: Kanye West and Kaitlyn Jenner announced their engagement, just
days after the news of his divorce with
Kim Kardashian was made public.
 March 27: Right-wing actvist Kaitlyn
Bennet dropped her mixtape entitiled
“Shit Just Got Real”
 March 29th: Morgan Freeman released
an ASMR playlist on Spotify meant to
lull people to sleep, featuring Father
Graham’s Manresa Welcome Speech.
 March 31: A&E Editor, Kate Ferrell’s
birthday was made a national holiday.
authorities did not move to
press charges until the recent release of Swift’s song
“No Body, No Crime.” On her
most recent album, Evermore,
this song is a narrative mirage meant to conceal Swift’s
admission of guilt.
Given their celebrity status, the two were able to shake
any accusations based on their
previous lyrics, but “No Body,
No Crime” provided all the
ammunition authorities needed to indict these famous fel-

ons.
Under the advice of legal
counsel, both Swift and Styles
have remained tight-lipped on
the issue and have made no
comments to the media about
the allegations levied against
them.
Both are set to stand trial
next month, but with clear
connections in their music
to the mischief, it’s looking
like the vehicular manslaughter charges may just stick for
Styles and Swift.

Prince Philip meets his match with pop culture
B Y J ENNA Z EE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
In a new study published by
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), researchers found
five shocking items that could
reportedly “kill Prince Philip
on the spot.”
Prince Philip, former member of the Nazi party has
reached an age where many
begin to question his life expectancy.
As society has taken note

of how he has become increasingly purple over time,
the CDC felt it would be imperative to note exactly what
might take him out.
A singular lemon
Sour Patch Kid
Buckingham Palace officials have repeatedly mentioned that His Royal Highness is limited to a strict diet
of children’s souls and the
organs of former monarchs.
A lemon Sour Patch Kid,
containing too much sugar
as well as being deemed too
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“spicy” by certain taste-testers, has forced scientists to
alert the Prince that his cheat
days are limited to every other
flavor of Sour Patch Kids.
Any of Rihanna’s
music videos
Rihanna, a popular R&B
artist from Barbados, explicitly dances and sings in her music videos. Either one of these
could cause Prince Philip to
be blinded, deafened or a combination of the two, ultimately leading to his death.
The composition of lights,
dance moves and inappropriate lyrical connotations is a
deadly combination for His
Royal Highness.
A strongly-worded
piece composed by Newswire
writers
The Newswire staff wrote
an excellent piece in response
to the recent actions of a farright extremist group on campus, one with similar views to
a group to which Philip used
to belong.
If her read this piece, Philip would very likely have a
heart attack due to his inability to not identify with farright propaganda. Tough.
The Black Eyed Peas
Yes, that is correct. The
American musical group,
which formed in 1995 and
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gave Fergie her start, is far
too powerful for Prince Philip’s ears. It could be their hit
“Pump it,” “I Gotta Feeling”,
or maybe even “Boom Boom
Pow” could be cause for his
demise.
According to scientists,
the beat and the genre of this
music could cause His Royal
Highness to immediately descend into anaphylactic shock
or even a coma.
TikTok
Yeah... this one is self-ex-

planatory. Could it be the
dances? The music with heavy
beats, bass drops and cursing?
Is it the scantily-clad youth?
“It is believed any one of
the extreme factors could
cause the Prince to cease existing almost immediately,”
the CDC said in response to
the above findings.
So, for any Prince Philip
haters who hope to take out
the ol’ purple grape, you now
have five tools at your disposal!
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Back Page Ideas
The BACK Page
I think the Back Page missed out on a perfect opportunity when they rejected my theme: the BACK Page. You know, as in
spines and vertebrae and stuff. I was heartbroken when my jokes
were deemed inappropriate for the Back Page. Like, seriously,
what is more appropriate for the Back Page than backs?
Personally, I thought that jokes about “back-ne” and
anatomical structures would bring more readers to the Newswire
— you know, more grimy college students and STEM majors. I
am doing just spine, though, since I got to write for this edition. I
guess the editors do have my back after all. It is going tibia OK.
By Ollie Tabooger, disgruntled nursing student
The Badge Page
I pitched a pro-police page called “The Badge Page,” but
they kept rejecting it for being “blatant copaganda,” whatever
that means. I feel attacked. I feel unheard. I can’t even cool off
with my favorite day-time reality show COPS, another victim of
the cancel police. Thanks, Obama.
As a middle-aged man who doesn’t even go to Xavier, I
believe that if the LGBT+ or Black communities have their OWN
CLUBS on campus, then I also deserve representation in the
Newswire. I submitted “The Badge Page” for Cop Appreciation
Month in January, and yet they still turned me down!
What happened to freedom of speech?! I thought we
lived in America! I have no idea what they could have found
wrong with my page. It had cop-themed horoscopes (which I
called horos-COPS!), some adorable cop clip-art and even some
tips for stopping and frisking! This is truly a low-point for Newswire.
By Ahmed Adoudi, middle-aged man who doesn’t even go here
The Cracker Page
A while ago, I was tasked with coming up with a theme
for the Back Page. Well, I was hungry, and I ended up submitting
“the cracker page.” I thought it was super clever because I could
talk about all the different types of crackers I like and also roast
the crackers I dislike. I made a whole tier list of different crackers.
It was gonna be great. I was even going to write horoscopes that were just the legendary Chet Hanks’ White boy summer rules... aka the “Bill of Whites.” For Aquarius, it was going to
be “Aquarius just doesn’t fit what White boy summer is all about,
so get out of here.” I guess the combination of my love for Chet
Hanks and bland snacks did me dirty.
By Hot Chunks, totally not Chet Hanks’ stripper name
The Black Page
I have no idea why this was rejected, I think it’s hilarious.
By Lee Keybum, Staff Writer

With Apologies to Aquariuses

I have recently been flooded with emails from disgruntled Aquariuses informing me I have accidentally left out their horoscope for the past few months.
This was a rude mistake on my part, and to make it up to them I’m printing all of their missing horoscopes here. Many apologies.
1/21 Aquarius: You need to invest in GameStop stock NOW. Do
not ask me why; just do it.
1/28 Aquarius: Get out of
Myanmar ASAP — there is a coup
coming and by the end of the
weekend, shit will hit the fan.

2/18 Aquarius: Go to Kroger this
weekend. You will run into one of
your professors and have an enlightening conversation that will directly
lead to them giving you extra credit.

3/18 Aquarius: Don’t steer your
cargo ship into the Suez Canal
this week. Trust me, I’m saving
you from the most embarrassing
moment of your career.

2/25 Aquarius: If you go to Cintas
tonight there will be an extra dose
of the vaccine. Just get there at 6:19
p.m. exactly, and it will be yours.

3/25 Aquarius: Next week you will
have 12 horoscopes just for you, so
stop harrasing the Back Page editor.
As an additional apology, the stars have
allowed me to print the next two week’s
Aquarius predictions:

2/4 Aquarius: The winning
lottery numbers for the Powerball
this week are 1 16 48 49 65 8.
Simply select these numbers and
you will be a millionaire.

3/4 Aquarius: Put all your money
on Butler beating Xavier and tell
your sports-loving friends not to get
their hopes up; we’ll be out of the
conference by the end of the week.

4/8 Aquarius: Start packing your
things. The fourth wave is about to
hit and we’re all getting sent home.

2/11 Aquarius: Bundle up and tell
your friends and family to get out
of Texas. An unprecedented winter
storm is about to hit the U.S.

3/11 Aquarius: If you want your
same-sex union to be blessed
by a priest, you better get it
done soon. Saturn heard some
rumours about an upcoming announcement from Pope Francis...

4/15 Aquarius: Make sure to drink
plenty of water; when you venture
out into the wasteland today a group
of roaming nomads will ambush you
and steal your entire supply.

